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Protect My Privacy or Support

the Common-Good? Ethical Questions

About Electronic Health Information

Exchanges Corey M. Angst

ABSTRACT. When information is transformed from

what has traditionally been a paper-based format into

digitized elements with meaning associated to them, new

and intriguing discussions begin surrounding proper and

improper uses of this codified and easily transmittable

information. As these discussions continue, some health

care providers, insurers, laboratories, pharmacies, and

other healthcare stakeholders are creating and retroac-

tively digitizing our medical information with the

unambiguous endorsement of the federal government.

Some argue that these enormous databases of medical

information offer improved access to timely information,

evidence-based treatments, and complete records from

which to provide care. To the extent that these claims are

true, it would seem that this is a valuable asset that offers

immeasurable benefit to all. Others believe this digitiza-

tion to be an egregious invasion of privacy. In this article,

I investigate the broad research questions of whether the

public good aspect of capturing private health information

outweighs individual interests and whether it is ethical to

mandate participation in health information exchanges by

all individuals who use the U.S. health system.
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Introduction

With the recent proliferation of clinician-managed

electronic medical records (EMR) and personally

controlled electronic health records (PHR), our

society has embarked on a new frontier with respect

to the use of digital health information. When

information is transformed from what has tradition-

ally been a paper-based format into digitized elements

with meaning associated to them, new and intriguing

discussions begin surrounding proper and improper

uses of this codified and easily transmittable infor-

mation. The popular press has elevated this issue to

the forefront of the American conscience and it was a

key campaign issue for our recent political candidates.

For example, on February 17, 2009, President Obama

signed into law, HR 1, The American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act, which allocates $19.2 billion dollars

in funding1 to support the adoption and use of health

information technology. Further, a number of large

technology companies and consortia of firms (e.g.

Google, Microsoft, Dossia) have entered the domain

of medical information storage and search (Kush et al.,

2008; Mandl and Kohane, 2008; Yasnoff et al., 2008),

thus lending legitimacy and momentum to the

movement. Yet, even without a set of common rules

or guidelines established, and as the privacy of health

information continues to be discussed and debated,

new initiatives designed to share data are underway.

One highly publicized program is seeking 100,000

volunteers to have their DNA genome mapped and

made available online in conjunction with personal

medical profiles including disease histories, allergies,

medications, ethnic backgrounds, and other traits

from food preferences to television viewing habits.

The program, which was kicked off in early 2008

with 10 volunteers – the so called PGP10 – who are

considered experts in the field of genomics and dis-

closure (see www.personalgenomes.org), is designed

to demonstrate that the pace of medical research and

discovery can be dramatically increased if individuals

voluntarily forfeit certain elements of their private

information (Harmon, 2008). Proponents suggest

that these large databases could be used by researchers
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to study any number of medical conditions, behav-

iors, traits, and other social phenomena (Lazer et al.,

2009). Privacy advocates, on the other hand,

argue that these projects are misguided and most

‘‘non-expert’’ participants would not have a full

understanding of what opting-in means due to the

still-evolving uses of the information that may arise.

With these innovations come issues that must be

considered such as privacy and fair treatment of an

individual’s personal data. In particular, questions

regarding how individual data can and should be used

in different contexts is critically important. For

example, are there situations in which health data

should be considered a public good that can be ac-

cessed for research and treatment purposes? Are there

instances in which identifiable data should be acces-

sible by specific entities such as those involving law

enforcement? In cases like these, it seems plausible

that legislation would be enacted to mandate

enrollment in health information exchanges (HIE).

These are but a couple examples that demonstrate the

complexities surrounding the capture of health data.

Below, I provide a brief introduction that places the

use of personal data within the context of the U.S.

health system. I draw from relevant literatures to

investigate the broad research questions of whether

the public good aspect of capturing private health

information outweighs individual interests and

whether it is ethical to mandate participation in HIEs

by all individuals who use the U.S. health system.

The health care context

Several factors have aligned to bring the topic of

HIE to the forefront. The EMR (used by physicians

for maintaining patient records) is considered by

most to be the technology at the heart of the con-

troversy (Lohr, 2006; Sidorov, 2006). Yet, the

EMR, in and of itself is merely a database platform

with a simple user interface designed for the entry

and acquisition of patient information. The concerns

around this technology are that detailed medical

information is captured in specific fields that can

easily be transmitted to another system. For example,

a patient identifier such as Joe Smith, SSN 123-45-

4321, could be tied directly to a variable named

HbA1c (which is a standard measure used to assess

blood sugar for patients with diabetes) and a value.

Because the EMR technology platform resides

within one hospital or physician practice, most

people would not be concerned about the misuse of

this data since there would appear to be some con-

trols surrounding dissemination. The anxiety seem-

ingly results when the reach of the EMR extends

beyond the walls of the entity that captured the data.

This is where HIE comes into play. Since the data

were collected and coded in a standard way, specific

elements can easily be transmitted to other systems

that ‘‘speak the same language,’’ thus making the

systems interoperable, which many argue is where

the benefits reside. For example, early studies of HIE

estimate that approximately $120 billion in savings

per year from health care costs can result by elimi-

nating duplicate tests, shortening hospitals stays, and

improving care for chronically ill patients (Hillestad

et al., 2005; Pan et al., 2004). Skeptics and cynics

argue that creating databases of health information

only further the agenda of control by various

stakeholders. A common complaint is that having

access to large databases of medical information will

allow insurance companies to ‘‘cherry-pick’’ only

those people who are healthy and require fewer

health services. Yet, there is another, possibly more

controversial issue associated with HIE. HIE pro-

vides the mechanism through which disparate data

can be joined by a common element (Mason, 1986)

such as social security numbers (or even name, date

of birth, and gender) in unanticipated ways, often

without the knowledge or consent of the patient.

This generation of new information, or what I will

call ‘‘information conception,’’ creates additional

uses for the data and associated security and privacy

risks. For example, while an individual may have

allowed his medical record at a hospital to be tied to

his social security number, he would not have been

asked to consent to cross-referencing his social

security number with a law enforcement database.

Yet, the potential for some of this cross-matching to

occur without the knowledge of consumers is high

and increases as more stakeholders handle the data.

Taking this one step further, people knowingly

and willingly provide information to an organization

for a specific intent such as a transaction for a good or

service. This is known in the literature as the ‘‘first

exchange,’’ (Culnan and Milberg, 1998). A subset of

the first exchange customers will opt-in to loyalty or

personalized programs from the same firms by
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providing additional personal information with the

understanding that greater service or personalized

treatment would result. This non-monetary exchange

is known as a ‘‘second exchange,’’ (Culnan and

Milberg, 1998). There is considerable value in this

rich data not only for the acquiring firm but also for

firms that offer related goods and services. With the

proliferation of technology and standards that allow

the transfer of data in understandable and analyzable

formats, the opportunity to share/sell personal data

across firms becomes much broader (Lester, 2001).

The first exchange in healthcare may begin at the

point-of-care encounter with a clinician. Thus, all

medical information captured during a visit with a

primary care physician, for example, would be noted

in an electronic medical record and stored and man-

aged by the legal governing entities or business asso-

ciates2 involved with the encounter. Depending upon

the encounter itself, these entities may include the

patient’s treating physician and his/her practice, the

insurer, the pharmacy, and/or a hospital. A second

exchange, on the other hand, may occur without

explicit knowledge or authorization from the patient,

but in many cases can still benefit them or others

(Glazer, 1991; Milne and Gordon, 1993).

While most patients understand that the treating

physician is rarely the only party that is privy to the

patient’s health information, it may be surprising

how far one’s information can extend. This can be a

result of several things such as relationships within

the terms of a business associate agreement (BAA),

relationships that extend beyond the BAA, or more

simply that patients are informed of possible sec-

ondary uses of their data but choose not to question

the use by other parties. While BAA’s are legal

contracts that guide the use of Protected Health

Information (PHI), it is not beyond reason that the

more expansive the second exchange, the more

likely that PHI or even non-protected health

information could be released to parties that do not

maintain stringent data use policies. Eventually the

data could be linked to other large collective dat-

abases as a means of generating new information,

which seems to be the greatest cause for alarm

among consumers of healthcare services. The ben-

efits to the patient of these secondary exchanges are

that their medical information can be made available

to multiple stakeholders involved in care, thus

potentially leading to improved treatment, less

duplication, greater efficiency, and possibly im-

proved quality of care. At an even more elementary

level, it would be very valuable for patients to be

able to traverse among all care providers and have

their medical information transmitted with them –

without making a concerted effort to have paper

copies generated and mailed. This streamlining

would benefit both the average patient who sees

multiple providers for care and people who move to

different geographic locations. Further, the elec-

tronic transmission of a computer-generated pre-

scription to a pharmacy would reduce the chance

that a pharmacist would misread a poorly written

prescription and provide the wrong medication or

the wrong dosage. At a more complex level, a

massive database of health information would allow

for improved public health reporting, bioterrorism

surveillance, quality monitoring, and advances in

clinical trials (Brailer, 2005). The Institute of Med-

icine, in its report, ‘‘To Err is Human,’’ argued that

up to 98,000 deaths result from avoidable healthcare

provider errors (Kohn et al., 1999). Many believe

this number can be dramatically decreased with HIE.

To summarize, whenever data elements are trans-

mitted with a variable that is common between two

databases, the opportunity arises for a matchup to take

place that links disparate elements from one data-

base to another. Presumably, if a national health

information network were built (see http://www.

hhs.gov/healthit/healthnetwork/background/ and

http://www.nhinwatch.com/), the infrastructure

would be in place to provide a means for nurturing

this conception of new information. The initiative to

move away from silos of private information into

aggregated pools of data has created a groundswell of

concern from the public regarding the protection of

health information. At the same time, many of us

wonder about the societal good that could conceiv-

ably result from sharing our private data. To investi-

gate this question, I first consider whether electronic

health information in aggregate is a public good.

Private information as a public good

The term, ‘‘public good’’ has its roots in the eco-

nomic literature. It has been defined in several ways

but the consensus suggests that it is a good that when

any group member consumes it, the good cannot be
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withheld from any other member of the group

(Olson, 1971, pp. 14–15). For instance, people can

enjoy the city parks regardless of whether they

contributed to their upkeep through local taxes, thus

public goods are non-excludable: once these goods

are provided, nobody can be excluded from using

them. As a result, there is a temptation to enjoy the

good without making a contribution. Those who do

so are called free-riders, and while it is rational to

free-ride, if all do so the public good is not provided

and all are worse off.

The question posed here is whether health data, in

a de-identified, aggregated way should be considered

a public good. Intriguing analogies can be drawn to

the debate about whether ‘‘science’’ is a public good.

Callon (1994) argues that with respect to science, one

must think of a public good not from the perspective

of an economist but instead from an anthropological

and sociological sense and suggests that, ‘‘science is a

public good, not because of its intrinsic properties but

because it is a source of diversity and flexibility.’’ In a

sense, his argument is one step removed from the

more direct question of whether data, which provide

the means for discovery, i.e., ‘‘science,’’ should be

made available in a public way. I would argue that

lawful and transparent uses of health data provide the

same opportunities for diversity and flexibility. What

is somewhat different is that no particular intellectual

property, be it science or art, resides within the data

itself. It is only through research that a sense-making

process occurs, transforming data into new, action-

able information. Thus, science adds meaning and

context to data, but to what extent do we agree to

make the data available such that this discovery

process can take place, and are the impacts of dis-

covery great enough to justify the risks? Prior liter-

ature suggests that there is a privacy calculus (Culnan

and Armstrong, 1999; Dinev and Hart, 2006) asso-

ciated with a decision such as this for which there are

tradeoffs. Typically, one would evaluate how

important the private information is and weigh that

against the return associated with giving it up. Some

preliminary work by Anderson and Agarwal (2008)

suggests that people will relinquish some degree of

privacy if the rewards or incentives are properly

aligned. Other work suggests that disclosure of per-

sonal information will occur only if the individuals

believe their data will be used in a just way that does

not impact them negatively in the future (Derlega

et al., 1993; Thibaut and Kelley, 1959). Anecdotally,

the analogy to a breach of financial data is often made

here but the difference is that one cannot as easily

assess the financial remuneration necessary to com-

pensate for a breach of medical information. Adding

another layer of complexity to this equation is the fact

that exposure of health information may or may not

lead to a negative outcome. Thus, one must assess the

perceived sensitivity of the information and the

probability that exposure of the private information

could lead to some harmful event. When one knows

for certain that his or her information will be fully

disclosed, the decision criteria are simply a function

of the probability that something harmful will occur.

Thus, it would appear that responses will vary greatly

with respect to whether health information is a public

good and under what conditions. One of these

considerations is the extent to which the stakeholders

are trusted entities. While most would expect the

system to be used in an ethical way by trusted

stakeholders, prior research suggests that as the

number of stakeholders increases, overall trust in the

system declines (Gulati, 1995; Zaheer and Venkatr-

aman, 1995). Beyond trusted entities, we know that

systems are not impervious to attack from unknown

entities, thus there is some reason to believe that the

system cannot be completely resistant to threats.

National health information exchange:

voluntary versus mandated

Beyond the question of the public good, the other

concerns being voiced about a national HIE revolve

around whether the system should be voluntary or

mandatory and whether consumers will be given an

option. There is currently a spirited debate among

those in the medical profession, civil liberty groups,

informaticians, and the general public surrounding

the topic of opt-in versus opt-out of electronic

medical record systems (Cundy and Hassey, 2006;

Watson and Halamka, 2006; Wilkinson, 2006). This

debate considers whether the general public should

have the right to decide if their health information

can be digitized and made available for various

purposes in a de-identified way, or if it should be

available to only the health provider who created the

record, thus making it unavailable to others who can

potentially treat the patient (Wilkinson, 2006). Of
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course, a system like this would need to be con-

structed in a way that allows privacy ‘‘controls’’ at

various levels including but not limited to the illness,

the treatment, the type of doctor, and other aspects.

Essentially, one would be able to toggle on and off

what information could be viewed and by whom.

Naturally this leads to the question of whether the

general consumer is capable (intellectually and

technologically) of making such decisions and if their

choices could negatively affect their care. In addi-

tion, it is reasonable to assume that a toggle system

would alert the treating physician that the patient

elected not to share all data in his record. One could

argue that this opens the door for a liability risk for

the clinician and also indirectly violates the privacy

of the patient. So, while the solution to offer a

choice seems reasonable, in practice, it is mired in

complexities. Policy makers in the U.S. have sought

case examples from other countries regarding whe-

ther a system should be opt-in or opt-out but there is

no consensus (Watson and Halamka, 2006).

One clear challenge with any voluntary system –

be it a default opt-in or opt-out – is whether a

disparity in care will result between those who have

a complete electronic record and those who do not.

While no studies have directly addressed this ques-

tion, some research has suggested that technologies

such as EMRs and computerized physician order

entry (CPOE) contribute to fewer errors in care

(Bates and Gawande, 2003). Yet, some studies have

found virtually no effect or a negative effect (Ash

et al., 2004; Crosson et al., 2007; Koppel et al.,

2005). To the extent that benefits do result, those

people who have opted-out will be disadvantaged.

For example, if a patient arrives at an Emergency

Department at the local hospital and refuses to

provide medical information because the hospital is

entirely electronic, the patient may receive sub-

standard care. The alternative is that the hospital will

have to maintain two work processes – one for

electronic entry and one for paper-based entry,

which is likely to lead to increased complexity.

Thus far I have described a situation in which

individuals are posed with a social dilemma – pro-

vide access to personal health information or not;

and legislators are tasked with an ethical decision of

mandating enrollment or offering voluntary partici-

pation. In the next section, I briefly depart from this

line of reasoning and draw upon information sys-

tems’ literature to offer insight into the deeper

question of what information privacy is.

Information privacy

Information privacy has been defined as the ability of

individuals to control the terms under which their

personal information is acquired and used (Culnan

and Bies, 2003; Westin, 1967). Prior work suggests

that people have significantly different attitudes

toward the digitization and use of private informa-

tion (Malhotra et al., 2004). In particular, the digi-

tization and use of electronic personal health

information has been demonstrated to evoke highly

variable emotions based on such factors as involve-

ment, argument framing, and knowledge of the

technology (Angst and Agarwal, 2009). Research has

also noted that this digitization creates strong feelings

of vulnerability in some people and that concern for

privacy varies greatly and is not singular in its

interpretation (Malhotra et al., 2004). For example,

secondary use, errors, unauthorized access, and col-

lection result in different perceptions of concern in

most people (Smith et al., 1996; Stewart and Segars,

2002). What is intriguing is that extant research does

not explicitly draw the connection to societal good

but instead focuses on concern for privacy and the

potential benefits and costs that may accrue to the

individual. To quote Mason, ‘‘information forms the

intellectual capital from which human beings craft

their lives and secure dignity’’ (1986 p. 5). Because

of the tremendous importance of information, one

would expect strong policies and even stronger

positions to be held by people regarding the ethical

use of personal information. Further, we would

expect a rich body of literature that informs our

understanding of the phenomenon. Yet, the ethics

of information accessibility and use are an under-

studied topic. Mason suggests that there are four

ethical issues that must be considered in this

‘‘information age’’: Privacy, Accuracy, Property, and

Accessibility (PAPA). While similarities exist be-

tween PAPA and Concern For Information Privacy

(CFIP) (Smith et al., 1996), the two concepts differ

in the perspective from which the ideology is being

viewed. For example, the CFIP work takes the

position of the individual and assesses the percep-

tions of concern related to the organizational use of
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the focal individual’s personal information. It con-

cludes that there are differing levels of concern

depending upon the characteristics of the informa-

tion and the way it is being used. PAPA, on the

other hand, comes more from the system design

perspective and suggests that developers (and their

corporate representatives) should build ethical sys-

tems that address each of the four concepts of pri-

vacy, accuracy, property, and accessibility. Mason

challenges society to develop social contracts be-

tween people and information systems that do not

‘‘unduly invade a person’s privacy’’ (1986, p. 11);

build systems that contain accurate information

about people (or allow it to be edited if it is incor-

rect); assess some level of ownership not only to the

data but also to the intellectual property; and finally,

the systems should be designed so that they can be

accessed by all people, irrespective of technological

skill or literacy in general. As Mason notes, IT has

enabled a greater capacity for computation, storage,

and retrieval but it has also provided the means for

surveillance and exploration (e.g., data mining). It

stands to reason that as information becomes more

private and personal, the desire for others to acquire

it, for both noble and inappropriate reasons,

increases.

Other researchers have introduced a multi-stake-

holder perspective relative to consumer privacy such

that the corporation, the activist, and the centrist

hold differing and oftentimes conflicting views of

privacy protection (Culnan and Bies, 2003). In the

context of healthcare, the perspectives of the cor-

poration and the activist are the most intriguing. The

corporate perspective suggests that restricting the use

of lawfully acquired data by corporations and their

partners unnecessarily handicaps them with respect

to competing in the marketplace, which ultimately

results in poor performance and an inability to

provide for society (Lester, 2001). Activists, on the

other hand, argue that stringent controls be put in

place such that technology does not engender

unfettered access to data, which would violate the

rights of all and result in negative social conse-

quences (Culnan and Bies, 2003; Garfinkel et al.,

2000).

While the positions of corporations and activists

are interesting, the belief structures inherent within

these groups may not be malleable. It is more likely

that the centrists could be persuaded to embrace the

perspective that health information is a public good.

Centrists believe that consumers should have a voice

about the uses of their personal information as

governed by laws and self-regulation, but at the same

time that corporations can responsibly use personal

information (O’Harrow, 2001). Therefore, from a

policy standpoint, it is important to craft messages

that are directed toward the centrists.

Discussion

If I were to be involved in a car accident while

travelling in Boston, it certainly would be to my

benefit to have my medical history available to the

treating physicians and absolutely critical if I had

severe allergies to penicillin for example. In our

current system, my medical information resides in

more than five different geographic regions due to

the relocations I have made over the years. Thus, I

would have no confidence – nor should I – that a

concise longitudinal medical report would be avail-

able to these physicians and therefore, my allergies,

current prescriptions, and family history would go

unnoticed. Few would argue that allowing data

transmission in this context would be unlawful or

unethical. On the other hand, if Joe Smith, SSN 123-

45-4321 who checked into the hospital with a low

HbA1C value was somehow cross-referenced with

an FBI Most Wanted database and found to be a felon

with a warrant for his arrest, some would argue that

the information exchange would invade one’s civil

liberties. The irony of this situation is that the better

and more complete the information in an HIE, the

more useful it becomes for various stakeholders,

which ultimately may lead to its demise: a classic case

of the so called Icarus Paradox (Miller, 1990).

However, what makes the HIE more complete? It

is only through participation of the masses that value

builds, thus cooperation is critical. Prior research

suggests that people will cooperate only if they

expect others to act in a similar way and if they

believe they will be treated fairly with respect to the

give-and-take relationship to the public good

(Wade-Benzoni et al., 1996). People find themselves

in these types of social dilemmas when they are

presented with an option that provides them with

greater benefit when acting selfishly, irrespective of

what other decision-makers do, than when acting in
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a cooperative manner with the others (Dawes, 1980;

Weber et al., 2004). In addition, if everyone acts

selfishly, the affected population as a whole will re-

ceive less benefit than if a cooperative choice was

made (Biel and Thøgersen, 2007; Dawes, 1980;

Messick and Brewer, 1983). In the particular case of

people seeing the value in HIE and voluntarily

opting-in, questions remain unanswered regarding

which way public perceptions will tip. If momentum

is not building and power-yielding entities decide

that participation in HIE should be mandated, it is

conceivable that legislation will be written to

enforce such a policy.

Interestingly, one aspect of HIE that has seem-

ingly been ignored by the privacy-advocacy groups

is the ‘‘paper-trail’’ that is left in electronic systems.

If one were to unlawfully access a paper-based re-

cord of a patient, there is little the covered entity

could do to find the culprit. With electronic systems,

viewing, accessing, modifying, and deleting are all

date- and time-stamped and tracked by some sort of

identifier, be it a username and password or more

generically by the computer’s IP address. This

inherently results in a process that allows stake-

holders to monitor and control a record.

My contentions in this article rely on the

assumption that digital medical information can and

will be managed in a secure manner by stakeholders

who are cognizant of the accepted uses of the data at

the level of the consumer. While this may or may

not be true or achievable in reality, this position was

recently echoed by Dr. Don E. Detmer, the Presi-

dent of the American Medical Informatics Associa-

tion. He states:

In general, [AMIA’s] positions could be characterized

as ‘‘privacy moderate’’ as we advocated rigorous pro-

tection of PHI [Protected Health Information] and

responsible data stewardship, while arguing strongly

for an HIT infrastructure and policy framework that

will improve health care quality, reduce costs, improve

public health and facilitate research, among other

purposes. (Detmer, 2009)

Conclusion

Insurance companies argue that if patients wish to

retain full privacy of their medical information, they

should refuse certain tests and refrain from pur-

chasing health insurance (Borna and Avila, 1999).

They contend that controlling the information after

it is digitized is far more difficult than not revealing it

in the first place. Further, they suggest that the

insurance policy is by definition a waiver of physi-

cian–patient privilege and thus a release of privacy.

While this may be somewhat of an over simplifica-

tion, especially considering the complexities of

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

(HIPAA) and covered entities,3 the message appears

to be clear that stakeholders vary in their beliefs

about what information should be public and what

should be private.

In and of itself, the HIE can be neither ethical or

unethical, beneficial to society or detrimental; yet

there are ways to design and build systems that

balance the needs and desires of multiple stake-

holders without infringing upon others’ rights.

Information system ethicists suggest that participative

design is one way to improve the probability that the

system will meet both goals (Mumford and Henshall,

1979). Of course, the challenge remains that peoples’

beliefs about their needs and rights are heteroge-

neously distributed and thus difficult to determine

with any certainty. Therefore, what would be most

appealing to the ‘‘privacy fundamentalist’’ would

unnecessarily restrict the choices of the ‘‘privacy

unconcerned,’’ (Harris-Interactive and Westin,

2002).

Intriguing research questions abound in this do-

main, not the least of which is the ethical question of

whether privacy-advocacy groups are truly acting in

the interest of the general public or a select group of

‘‘privacy fundamentalist’’ (Harris-Interactive and

Westin, 2002). There appears to be a delicate bal-

ance between acting in self-interest (some might

argue that self-preservation is a more accurate

depiction) or acting in the interest of society as a

whole. In examining the extreme case of opting-in

to a genome project where entire medical histories

and other personal information are made available, it

would be impossible to argue that this is without

risk. No one can say for certain if or how this

information could be used in the future because

some of its applications may not yet be conceived.

Yet, all indicators seem to suggest that we are at the

precipice of transformational change in the health-

care industry. It is difficult to debate the increased
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control and portability of information that EMR

adoption brings. While results in the health domain

are somewhat mixed at this stage, IS literature sug-

gests that having more and better information

available to users will ultimately lead to better care,

improved outcomes, and reduced costs. To the ex-

tent that these benefits materialize, we can expect

even greater focus on issues of privacy and societal

good.

In closing, several key questions come to mind

which could potentially lead to future research. First,

it seems logical that considerable bio-medical

research could be conducted using a subset of the

national population, therefore is it possible to deter-

mine when a critical mass of information is reached?

To the extent that this is possible, it may not be

necessary to legislate any mandatory systems if enough

people volunteer information. Second, are there ways

to provide controls within the system so that people

can choose what information to share and what not to

share? Presumably there are no technical limitations

associated with providing this function, but the

question then becomes whether an incomplete record is

of value – or worse, if it provides confounding or

harmful information to those who access it.

Finally, it can be assumed that a large portion of

the general public is under-informed or completely

unaware of this digitization movement in healthcare.

Irrespective of how one feels about this activity, the

population of healthcare consumers in the US has a

right to be educated on the pros and cons of such a

system so an informed decision can be made.

Drawing one final time upon the privacy calculus

described above, I leave the reader with a thought-

provoking question: ‘‘How much privacy would

one be willing to give up to save one life…ten

lives…one thousand lives…one million lives? What

about your own life or that of your children?’’ Yes,

this is intentionally a very oblique perspective which

loses sight of the fact that one’s personal data pro-

vides only incremental (and likely miniscule) value,

but it forces one to consider the broader context.

Notes

1 See Title XIII entitled the ‘‘Health Information

Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act’’ or

the ‘‘HITECH Act’’.

2 An extensive discussion of HIPAA and business

associate agreements is beyond the scope of this

study. Please see http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/

hipaa/understanding/index.html for more information.
3 A covered entity is defined as a health care provider

who transmits any health information in electronic form

in connection with a transaction covered by the privacy

rule, a health care plan, or a health care clearinghouse

(see http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/About/HIPAAPrivacy/

003670787.htm).
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